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ABSTRACT
Resilience is a multifaceted field of study that has been addressed by different disciplines and has
been the subject of extensive research. Despite this vast body of research, there is no agreement on a
single definition among researchers. Resilience in the context of flooding has become a major focus
of flood risk management policy and reflected in current strategy to mitigate the effects of flooding.
Furthermore, in recent times, increased attention has been given to property level resilience as part of
an integrated approach to flood risk management. Despite this focus on resilience to flooding, there
lacks a single definition and consequently, any effective means to quantify and measure resilience at
the level of the individual property. This study aims to review and synthesize the concepts of resilience
applied in different fields, in order to propose a resilience definition in the context of property level
flood resilience. A framework for conceptualising flood resilience in residential property is developed
which indicates the associated components and variables. The framework has the potential to be used
by a range of key stakeholders in helping to understand current levels of property level resilience and
in deciding what interventions might be best considered to improve resilience.
Keywords: outcome-based approach, process-based approach, property flood resilience, resilience
theory.

1 INTRODUCTION
The term resilience is derived from the Latin word resilire which means to bounce back or
to recoil, a word that has enjoyed prominence in terms of research for the past four decades
[1]. Resilience theory is a many-sided field of study that has been addressed by psychologists, sociologists, ecologists and many others over the past few decades addressing the
strengths that people and systems demonstrate to enable them to rise above adversity [2].
About fifty years of research in resiliency has seen a lot brought forward in both perspectives
and opinions [3, 4]. Despite this vast body of knowledge on resilience, there is no agreement
on a single definition among researchers and, inevitably, different definitions have been
offered [5]. This lack of consensus has resulted into conceptual divergence or pluralism
when the notion is applied to any phenomenon [6]. Thus the concept of resilience has been
seen from different points of view and in different contexts [7]. Owing to these developments, this paper aims to review and synthesize these concepts of resilience theory applied
in different fields and, based on this, propose a resilience definition in the context of property
flooding.
2 RESILIENCE IN VARIOUS FIELDS
While, the field of resilience is broad and diverse [2], the concept is still evolving and has
been developing in various fields [7]. In some aspects the term is well developed and explored,
while in others it is still nascent [2]. The way the term is conceptualized by each discipline is
evident in the fundamental beliefs and principles that govern them. The different views to
resilience as offered by several disciplines are presented in subsequent sections with reference to definitions and the concepts.
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2.1 Psychological Resilience
In the early 1970s, the term ‘resilience’ began to be used as a substitute for stress resistance
in psychological studies of children. However, it soon became a regularly used term in psychology, with the word stress often referred to as adversity or trauma. These words continue
to appear in many definitions of resilience, at times in different forms. According to the
American Psychological Association [8], resilience is seen as the process of adapting well in
the face of adversity, trauma, tragedy, threats or even significant sources of stress. Also, as
cited by Gauvin-Lepage [9] resilience is seen from a similar standpoint as the capacity to
withstand traumatic situations and the ability to use such situations to start something new.
This definition is a combination of coping and adaptive abilities of the subject in question.
The focus of psychological resilience is mostly human. Masten [10] attested to this when he
directly referred resilience to people from high risk groups with better outcomes than
expected, good adaptation in spite of adversity and quick recovery from trauma. This was
echoed by Hardy et al. [11] as they also associated the term resilience to people, acknowledging resilient people as those individuals who can show the ability to remain in good shape,
recover, or even thrive in face of adversity.
Resilience has become an umbrella term to cover many different aspects of overcoming the
adversities and adapting to one’s environment [12]. However, there is little consensus as on
the definition of resilience. In psychology, resilience has been conceptualized in several
ways. It is conceived by some as a set of traits, others as a process or even an outcome [13]
but arguably it can function in any of these capacities. Resilience has been conceptualized
from four interrelated but distinct views which are (a) as good outcomes in the face of adversity; (b) as persistent competence under stress; (c) as recovery from trauma and (d) as the
interaction between protective and risk factors [14, 15]. This variability in the application of
the construct of resilience has led to some confusion and controversy in the definition and
utility of resilience. It has also raised concern on whether it is a valuable construct that can be
empirically examined, studied and utilized in interventions [12]. It is arguable whether or not
resilience is an innate quality which produces an outcome or dynamic process evident in the
literature [16].
2.2 Resilience in Ecological Perspective
Ecological science has been largely influenced by the biological sciences while the environmental science has been shaped largely by the physical sciences and engineering [17]. With
the beginning of interdisciplinary efforts between the two fields, some of their fundamental
differences began to generate conflict which was caused by a misunderstanding of basic concepts rather than by the difference in social purposes or methods [17]. These biases are
obvious in their views of the term resilience.
In the ecological literature, resilience has been defined basically in two different ways,
namely, engineering and ecosystem resilience, each reflecting different aspects of stability
[18] and clearly highlighting the basic concepts of the discipline from which it emanates. The
subsequent sections take a close review of these two aspects of the ecological resilience first
independently and then drawing attention to the contrasting view of both.
2.2.1 Engineering Resilience
Holling [18] draws a distinction between resilience and stability, and defines resilience as the
ability of a system to return to its stable state after a momentary disturbance. Hollnagel [19]
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gives a similar definition of resilience as bringing ecological systems to exist close to a stable
steady-state. The approach however seems to revolve around a system’s ability to return to
the steady-state after being disturbed without assuming an entirely new position. Hence, this
places resilience and stability as two important properties of ecological systems, as regards
defining engineering resilience, which are measured by the system’s speed of return to stability and the amount of disturbance required to take it off stability [20, 21]. However, in a bid
to measure these properties, some core engineering attributes for fail-safe design, such as
predictability, constancy and efficiency, have become the focal point. According to de Bruijn
et al. [22], sustaining a function and the conservation of an existing situation are fundamentals to engineering resilience.
This engineering approach to measuring resilience has been referred to as the traditional,
old dominant perspective which indirectly assumed there will be a stable and an infinitely
resilient environment where the flow of resource could be controlled and that naturally things
will go into equilibrium as soon as the human stressors are removed [21]. However, in reality,
change has been part of life, including climate change, and to keep a system stable and
infinitely resilient will require apt consideration of uncertainty. Yet, the view has provided
one of the foundations for economic theory [17]. It has also found its way into the safety
management purview. In the early 2000s, safety specialists started using resilience engineering to describe an alternative approach of dealing with safety issues, accidents as well as risks
and also focusing on helping people cope with complexity under pressure to achieve success
[19, 23]. In the safety management domain it has been defined as the inherent ability of a
system to adjust its functioning before, during, or after exposure to disturbances, so that it can
sustain required operations under both expected and unexpected conditions [24]. The acceptability of resilience into other fields of study highlights its relevance, most especially in the
domain of safety management where it has become a paradigm [25].
2.2.2 Ecological Resilience
Much work on resilience has concentrated on the capacity to absorb shocks and still maintain
function, which defines the qualities of the engineering resilience [21]. However, there is also
another aspect of resilience that concerns the capacity for regeneration, re-organization,
adaptation and development, which has been less in focus but is essential for the sustainability discourse [26]. The later kind of resilience has been termed the ecosystem resilience and
mostly referred to as the ecological resilience. According to Holling [18] this kind of resilience measures the ability of an ecosystem to absorb changes and still exist. Unlike the
engineering resilience, ecological resilience underscores conditions that deviate from any
stable steady-state, where instabilities can flip a system from one regime of behaviour into
another, resulting to a new equilibrium position [18]. According to Hollnagel [19], this kind
of resilience is measured based on the magnitude of the disturbance that can be absorbed
before the system assumes a new position by changing the variables and processes that
control behaviour.
Hence, in this approach, the useful measure of resilience is the size of stability domains, or
more meaningfully, the limit of disturbance a system can accommodate before its controls
shift to another set of variables and relationships that dominate another stability region [21].
Here, the relevant focus is not on constancy but on variability [21]. The attributes that defines
this kind of approach are unpredictability, persistence and change [18], attributes embraced by
biologists with an evolutionary perspective and by those who search for safe-fail designs [17].
It is argued that managing resilience enhances the likelihood of sustaining desirable pathways for development in changing environments where the future is unpredictable and
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surprise is likely [27, 28]. However, resilience in ecological systems is not easily observed,
and there seems at present to be no agreed relationship, for example, between the diversity of
ecosystems and their resilience [29].
3 DIMENSIONS OF RESILIENCE, AS AN OUTCOME OR A PROCESS
The previous section presents resilience as it is seen in different fields, Psychology, Engineering and Ecology, while subsequent sections present the approaches that have been adopted in
conceptualising resilience. The concept has been applied majorly in two ways across these
disciplines. Kaplan [30] simply put it as a concept generally defined in two broad ways: as a
desired outcome or as a process leading to a desired outcome. Though, Manyena [31] admitted that classifying the numerous definitions of resilience as outcome- or process-oriented is
not an easy task, however, understanding the distinction between these dimensions is key to
conceptualising resilience in any domain particularly flooding.
Outcome focused resilience typically emphasizes the maintenance of functionality; that is,
patterns of competent behaviour or effective functioning [32]. It seeks to observe explicit end
points of the structure put in place to ensure that a system continues to function. In this
dimension, resilience depends on properties such as a system’s capacity to withstand a disturbance without functional failure, the degree to which system components are substitutable,
and the speed of recovery after being displaced by disturbance [33, 34]. This outcome-based
perspective highlights the importance of understanding competing resilience outcome priorities – such as determining when the system has begun to stabilize after an event and restore
damaged resources [35]. According to Manyena [31], this makes the approach a command
and control panache that risk preserving the status quo. The concept has been adopted in the
domain of disaster reduction emphasizing recovery from shocks and retaining the status quo
[36].
Meanwhile, in the process dimension, resilience is measured in actions, rather than system
properties [24]. This measurement involves what the system does such as the way it senses,
anticipates, adapts, learns, or functions at all times and specifically in response to disturbance. Process-based resilience is an emergent behaviour of a complex adaptive system [37]
which reflects the degree to which these systems are capable of self-organization and building the capacity for learning and adaptation [21]. Essentially, the focus of the process-based
resilience is to understand the mechanisms that makes a system adjust and successfully adapt
to the impact of a risk setting [32]. This concept of resilience has been adopted in the domain
of climate change adaptation as a way to deal with both gradual, disturbing changes and
shocks [38].
Both dimensions have been applied to resilience in the field of psychology. However, the
outcome based approach is predominantly applied in Engineering where it adopts the recovery capacity while in ecology, the process-based approach is adopted to conceptualise
resilience, mainly as an adaptive capacity. A summary of these dimensions of resilience and
their interpretation across different disciplines is shown in Table 1.
4 DEFINITION OF RESILIENCE IN PROPERTY FLOODING
While flooding is a natural occurrence that brings both adverse and beneficial environmental
changes [39], when it happens to any property its impact is mostly adverse. Flooding of property will almost always involve water entering the building from outside [40] with several
means by which external flood water can gain entrance. This ingress can cause serious damage to the property and its contents as well as the structure. The chances of water gaining
entrance will depend on factors like the depth of flood water and the time it takes to drain
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Table 1: Dimensions of Resilience in different disciplines.
DIMENSION OF RESILIENCE
DISCIPLINES

Outcome-based

Psychology

effective functioning of young people positive adaptation in the face
exposed to risk
adversity
ability to recover from disturbance

Engineering
Ecology

Process-based

capacity to absorb disturbance
and adapt

away [40]. Mostly, these considerations tends to focus only on the physical structure, i.e. the
building [41], however, the human component also merits consideration.
In order to quantify property level flood resilience, the human component needs to be
included since the individual property is not built in isolation of humans. It is built to serve as
shelter for human and as a result, if it’s at the risk of flooding, the residents are equally at risk.
In order to give resilience a definition in the context of property flooding, it is essential to
recognise that the essence of resilience is to reduce risk exposure and the extent of potential
damage to both components. The amount of flood protection measures necessary will depend
on the degree of flood risk, and the vulnerability of the property and its occupants. In other
words, to have a good understanding of flood risk, it is vital to identify the ways in which
floods can damage buildings and, equally, the way this damage can be minimised [42]. In a
bid to define resilience in property flooding, the next sections attempt to explore the resilience
disciplines that address each of these components and the approach to apply. Finally, the
variables that describes resilience in each component is examined.
4.1 A Hybrid Approach
Based on the definition given to property as the combination of the building and its residents,
it becomes pertinent to state that each of these components requires a different approach of
safeguarding. This is due to the differences that exist in both components.
The engineering approach to resilience is been regularly applied in the purview of architecture and building technology, and when applied to the context of property flooding, it
comprises of the resistance of building to and recovery from the impact of flooding [43, 44].
The norms of engineering designs, materials, and retrofit strategies have been developed to
protect the physical integrity of building and to enhance its ability to withstand flooding [45].
These designs and engineering standards define the limit of the building as regards its resilience to flood characteristics. The level of resilience is determined by the speed of recovery
of building to full inhabitable state. Meanwhile, when the flood risk exposure is higher than
the building is designed for, recovery becomes difficult. Apparently, the focus of the measurement is entirely on recovery [43]. This makes it difficult to apply the process-based
approach where adaptability is required; and the building can learn from the flood action and
adjust itself to a new regime and yet maintain desired functioning. Buildings do not have
minds of theirs own except the one put in place by the engineers and developers. To this end,
the outcome-based approach is appropriate as it presents the essence of these design in terms
of recovery
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However, the resilience of the residents require a different approach. A person’s ability to
mentally and emotionally get back on track from flood impact does not, however, mean that
he/she will simply return to his/her original state [46]. The plasticity of the human being –
mind and body – permits adaptive responses to the impact of flooding. The resilience of a
building (physical structure) alone is however, not sufficient to convene resilience to the
entire system of the property flooding, made of both the building and its residents. Therefore,
the outcome-based approach applied for the building resilience is not appropriate for human
resilience, because of the dynamic nature of the human mind. For humans, the general focus
of resilience has been to understand how individuals deal with internal or external forces of
change without compromising their well-being [47]. Across the literature it has been emphasized that the psychological wellbeing of an individual under stresses speaks a lot about his
ability to change continually and adapt [48]. At an individual level, the psychological wellbeing of residents confers considerable protection [49]. Resilience does not only result from
recovery from stress but also the ability of individuals to anticipate the changing shape of risk
before the occurrence of failures and harm. Meanwhile, unlike buildings, every individual
can decide on how he or she responds to the impact of flooding. The decision defines their
resilience. This approach is process-based where resilience is viewed as a deliberate process
leading to desired outcomes [31].
Consequently, resilience is seen as a quality, characteristic or result that is generated (as in
the case of the building resilience) or developed by the processes that foster or promote it (as
in the case of the human resilience). Based on the foregoing discussion, a new hybrid framework is developed to conceptualise property level flood resilience (see Fig. 1). This hybrid
framework contains the two components that make up the individual property, the building
and the human components. Each component is embedded within the appropriate discipline
and approach. As shown in the figure, the human component is embedded in the psychological resilience and within the process-based resilience dimension. However, as depicted by the
double-edge arrow in the conceptual framework, the building component interacts with the
human component. This implies that whatever decision or action (process-based) taken to
enhance the human resilience, will affect the rate of recovery of the building (outcomebased). For instance, an individual who purchases flood insurance has taken a step that will
enhance their resilience [31] and also a decision that will impact the overall outcome of the
building resilience. Similarly, a building with a poor recovery capacity will impact the level
of changes required and the action taken by humans to adapt to such situation. According to
Lock et al. [50] it is important to know that the stress and strain associated with dealing with
cleaning up of homes and recovery may also be a problem [50]. Therefore, an individual who
finds themselves in this kind of situation may develop their adaptive capacity to alleviate the
mental stress resulting from the disruption and upheaval.
The outcome-based resilience, applied in the engineering field is conceived as the ability
of the building to resist shocks and remain in the same state [45]. It emphasises on resisting,
coping with and recovering from flood impact. According to Eriksen and Kelly [51], this
approach addresses the question: What can be done to protect the building and its content
from the impact of flooding? While the process-based resilience applied in the psychological
resilience tends to address the question: What should be done to fortify the residents’ capacity to respond and adapt to flood risk exposure? Process-based resilience is used to build
adaptive capacity, where it is needed to monitor the progress in implementing adaptation
measures.
However, there is yet an agreement in the literature on the role each of these two kinds of
approaches should play. Recognising resilience as a process only rather than an outcome
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weakens some of the prevalent efforts to quantify resilience [52]. Although current resilience
research often places emphasis on one dimension at the expense of others [53], Harley et al.
[54] believe that both the process-based and outcome-based approaches will have to be combined in order to monitor the progress in adaptation. This is important when considering
property level flood resilience, where both recovery of property and adaptability of residents
is necessary.
4.2 Variables Selection
Another critical stage in the definition is the identification and selection of variables that
represent each of these components. Flood resilience is an applied, complex area with multiple actors and variables [55]. According to Thurston et al. [56] the generic term, property
level flood risk variables covers sources of information relating to flood history, flood risk and
flood mitigation for the residential properties and its residents. The geographical and hydrological data are foundational for the establishment of a flood risk assessment system [57].
These data are mostly the flood characteristics and are presented in Fig.1 representing the
conceptual framework. The flood properties domain contains the building and human components which indicates that both components are affected by the characteristics of the flood
risk exposure.
The Environmental Agency has collaborated with experts in many fields to develop models
that enables the evaluation of some of these properties like the flood depth, velocity and duration. Also, as regards to the relative intensity and frequency of potential flood events, some
organisations and experts have made certain data available [56]. Meanwhile, a range of products is available in assessing these data at individual property level, these including the Flood
Map, historical flood event outlines, National Property Dataset (NPD 2008), National Flood
Risk Assessment (NaFRA) products and flood risk assessment (FRA) products [56]. These
flood characteristics and associated data are key to assessing the property level resilience

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework for Property Level Flood Resilience.
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with the property resilience viewed as the ability of both the building and residents to cope
with the impact of the flood properties.
The data/information that provides insight on the resilience of the physical building to
flooding include; building material and construction type, the likely points of water entry;
availability of resistance and resilience measures referred to as property level flood protection
[40, 41]. These are essential because, the water retention capacity of material differs. For
instance, dense materials retain little water but dry slowly, whereas porous materials can
retain large amounts of water but can often be dried quickly. Also, some types of construction
and the addition of extensions can result in voids being created within the fabric of a building.
Owing to Lamond et al. [58] classification of property level flood protection is an essential
element of modern flood risk management strategy, it is safe to conclude that these information are relevant for the assessment of resilience of the building, structurally and in terms of
safeguarding its contents.
For the resilience of humans (i.e. the occupants) to a flood event, it is clear that the
human coping ability differs and certain factors have been identified as responsible for
influencing the way humans deal with the impact of flooding. Some of these factors are
gender, age, education level, employment status, nationality, health status [59, 60]. Research
has been carried out to examine the health impact of flooding on individuals with some of
these characteristics [61]. In fact, research done on gender has shown that the impact of
floods on men and women is different and distinct [62]. Studies suggest that women or girls
may be at greater risk than men or boys of mental health problems following exposure to
flood disaster [63].
The human resilience can be increased by better preparation and building capacity to resist
floods or to reduce the impacts. These could be achieved by understanding how these factors
influence reaction to flood impact. As suggested by the Pitt Review, resilience, in terms of
flooding, can be defined as the capacity of a person to anticipate, cope with, resist and recover
from the impact of a flood [64].
5 CONCLUSIONS
Resilience is a vague concept that is understood and interpreted differently across disciplines (psychology, engineering and ecology). This review has shown how these disciplines
have conceptualised resilience either as an outcome or a process. Also, a new way of
defining property level flood resilience has been introduced, with the individual property
viewed as a combination of the building (physical structure) and residents (human). Previous attempts to define property level resilience have been made but these earlier frameworks
have tended to focus on either the building or the human element. A new conceptual
framework has been developed which combines both components, and adopts a hybrid
approach of conceptualising resilience. This is important as it provides an opportunity to
see how changes in human resilience affects the outcome of the building resilience and
vice versa.
The framework will be of importance to all stakeholders of property and can be utilised in
understanding current levels of resilience and in deciding how best to improve this. The
framework has the potential of providing valuable information to homeowners, in understanding how to protect their properties and themselves against the impact of flooding;
property experts in offering good advice; estate agents and surveyors in property valuation;
and government with policy making. The development of the framework is part of an ongoing study to measure resilience at the individual property level and further work will be done
to test and validate the framework.
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